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Abstract—Model-based testing has been successfully applied
to conformance testing of reactive systems such as network
protocols, both on general purpose and embedded systems.
However, doubts persist about the overhead on time and human
resources required. This work addresses the empirical quantification of model-based validation costs for medium and smallsized projects. In particular, it asseses the cost of model-based
testing for cross-layer protocols. This paper presents how, in
spite of some initial constraints in budget, human resources, time
frame and available tools, it was possible to produce a formal
specification or model, implement a fully functional prototype
and test it for conformance with test cases derived from the
model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile devices support for wireless technologies and
TCP/IP connectivity allows the access to services through a
variety of networking infrastructures. However, TCP/IP was
developed for wired networks and devices with sufficient
resources (bandwidth, energy, etc) such as servers or desktop
computers. A popular approach to improve the performance
of TCP/IP over wireless mediums are cross-layer protocol
optimizations.
As a part of the SCAN [1] project a system was required
to add cross-layer protocol optimizations to devices with constrained resources, such as embedded devices, while requiring
minimum or no modification to the network protocol stack.
Due to the intricacy of network protocols and the particular
challenges of cross-layer design (high coupling, interaction
among optimizations, etc), cost effective validation techniques
and tools were required.
Model-based testing [2], [3] has been successfully applied
to conformance testing of reactive systems such as network
protocols. However, time and human resources required may
turn this approach inefficient. In this paper is described how
model-based testing was applied to cross-layer protocol optimization in order to determine if it is a suitable and cost
effective methodology for the problem domain.
A prototype with a simple optimization protocol [4] was
implemented. To address modularity and non intrusiveness
The work presented in this paper is the result of a French-Uruguayan
cooperation, which was partially funded by the SCAN Project.

the ECLAIR [5] architecture was followed. Simulations and
testing techniques were conducted to validate the system. Its
specification was modeled in SDL [6] and test cases were
semi-automatically derived from the model. An ad-hoc testing
automation tool was built to run the test suite against the
prototype.
A full iteration -from concept phase to execution and
validation- was accomplished within a tight schedule and with
scarce resources. The time devoted to this iteration comprised
the time to study tools and modeling language, to model the
specification of the system, to build an implementation and to
test it.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section II
the methodology is presented. Cross-layer design and architectures were studied, as well as suitable means for validation
such as verification and testing. In part III the cross-layer
optimization protocol and its implementation are presented and
discussed. In part IV the model of the system specification is
briefly described, an explanation on how it was used to validate
and test the prototype is given, and the results in terms of cost
are summarized. In part V conclusions are presented.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
Layered architecture, such the ISO OSI [7] model, divides
networking software in layers which are collections of protocols with a specific function (such as binary transmission,
physical addressing, logical addressing, and so on). Each layer
provides services to the layer above and consumes services
from the layer below through well defined interfaces. The
layered architecture promotes the isolation among layers, and
this modularity makes possible to replace implementations at
each layer while maintaining the interfaces. TCP/IP protocol
stack follows a similar layered architecture.
However, for embedded devices and wireless communications resources such as bandwidth, energy, etc. become scarce.
In order to optimize the utilization of these resources, higher
layers may benefit from information from lower layers and
vice versa.
Methodological grounds for this work are sketched in the
rest of this section. Cross-layer design and architectures were
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studied, as well as suitable means for validation like verification and testing.
A. Cross-layer design and architecture
Cross-layer design consists in violating layer isolation in
order to offer feedback between a layer with information and
another layer that can use this information to operate more
efficiently. An example of cross-layer optimization is flow
control among MAC and transport layers [8].
Although cross-layer design have proven a popular approach
to improve performance on wireless networks, there is a trade
off between modular architecture and optimizations. There are
various cross-layer architectures proposed in the literature that
could help alleviate these problems, such as PMI [9], ICMP
based [10], CLASS [11], CrossTalk [12], MobileMan [13],
ECLAIR [5]. Each architecture proposes a different approach
for signaling among layers, such as adding extra information
at PDU, direct interaction among layers through function calls,
a common network parameters repository, etc.
The ECLAIR [5] architecture was chosen because it allowed non intrusive introduction of cross-layer optimizations
(namely, it does not require modifications on the network
protocol stack), minimum stack overhead, extensibility, reversibility, portability and efficiency. Furthermore, details were
publicly available. ECLAIR separates the protocol implementation, residing in an optimization subsystem, from the interaction with the protocol stack, residing in a tuning subsystem.
This allows any changes taking effect in the protocol stack to
be isolated from the actual protocol.
Inter layer feedback is achieved through notifications of
changes in protocol stack data structures. The optimization of
the protocol stack behavior is achieved through changes of the
network parameters through an API presented by the tuning
subsystem, plus the algorithms in the optimization modules.
There are some limitations to the scope of this architecture.
Only asynchronous event detection is addressed through either
notifier chains or by polling the desired data structure with a
pre-established frequency. Explicit synchronization of the network protocol stack and the optimizations protocols behavior
is not addressed, which can lead to loops. Integrity of the data
structures when concurrently accessed by the protocol stack
and the optimization protocol is not addressed.
B. Validation and Model-Based Testing
As the terminology on validation, verification and testing
is not always consistent in the literature, the meaning of
these concepts in the context of this paper are presented
here. To validate a system is to provide information that
increases the confidence in the hypothesis that the system was
built correctly. The most popular approaches for validation
are verification and testing. Verification is to interact with
the model of a system (using the model for simulations or
mathematically prove properties of the model), and testing is
to perform experiments on an implementation of the system
trying to find defects.

It has been stated [14] that 50% of the defects are introduced
in the coding phase of a software developing process, and only
15% are detected in design phase. Most defects are found
during testing. The cost of correcting a defect is higher the
later it is found. A consequence of this is that while it is
important to use techniques to detect defects as early as possible (such as model checking or any verification techniques),
it is on the testing phase of the actual implementations that
most defects are found so both approaches are convenient and
complementary.
For this reason model-based testing paradigm was chosen.
The goal of model-based testing is to reduce costs while
developing quality software by automating the testing process
as much as possible, in particular automating the test case
generation. In order to do so, a formal model of the system
specification is built and used to derive the test cases. This
formal model is developed in parallel to the implementation
of the system, thus the model could be verified and test cases
generated while the system is still being implemented.
The ioco [15] (input output conformance testing) theory is
behind well known automated test case generation tools such
as TGV [16], [17] and TorX [18]. The theory states that it is
possible to establish the existence of a mathematical relation
(namely, ioco) between a formal model (the model of the
specification) and an implicit model corresponding to an actual
implementation by probing the implementation. In practice, to
prove conformance that way is not possible because any non
trivial system would require a test suite too huge to make
testing impractical. A compromise is achieved by restricting
test case generation to certain parts/behaviors of the model
specified as test purposes.
The formal model is built in any of multiple formal specification languages such as SDL, LOTOS, IF, IOLTS, etc. In
general the model used for test case generation differs from
the model used for designing the system in that the first is
used to capture the behavior of the system while the later is
used to capture the structure of the system. It also differs in
the abstraction level, since the model used for test generation
can ommit many details. Therefore, the model and the system
can be built independently and simultaneously, and test cases
can be obtained even before the system had been finished,
shortening the time required for testing.
Maturity in modeling for design is not required, actually the
implementation could be developed from an informal specification of the requirements. However, it makes more sense
to use model-based testing when the software development
process has already automated the test execution.
SDL [6] was chosen as the modeling language for the model
of the system specification. SDL is known for its success in
the telecommunications and protocol design domain [19] [20],
as well as for the availability of tools to build models in that
language.
III. P ROTOTYPE
In this section the cross-layer optimization protocol and its
implementation are presented and discussed.
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A. Use Case
The optimization protocol that was chosen to be implemented [4] was presented along with the ECLAIR architecture
proposal. Although a detailed description is beyond the scope
of this work, a brief explanation follows.
The selected use case consists in setting priorities for TCP
connections that in turn determine the size of the receiver
announced window in each connection, thus accelerating
or slowing the sender, redistributing the throughput according to the priorities. It is based on the following relation:
W indow
. The receiver window is a
T hroughput = RCV RT
T
parameter included in the TCP header which is adjusted
depending the use of the receptor buffer to prevent the loss of
packets.
While in theory this approach may seem valid, in practice
there are some flaws. The size of the receiver announced
windows represents the memory available for that connection,
but memory is not taken into account when setting the size of
the new announced window.
When the size of the received segments is too small (for
instance, interactive sessions) it is not a good idea to rise the
size of the announced window because it would be filling the
buffers mainly with control information.
If the size of the receiver window is raised but the application cannot consume the received packets, the buffers will be
filled for that connection and further packets will be discarded.
This may even be seen from the sender as a congestion,
furthering slowing the transmission rate (congestion control).
W indow
does not contemThe model T hroughput = RCV RT
T
plate the probability of packets loss, which is not negligible
in wireless networks, in particular for video transmissions or
real time traffic.
It could be argued that cross-layer feedback is not present,
since the priority of the connections are set by a user. However,
in the architecture the user is modeled as part of a user layer
and its feedback is valuable as context information. While
in this case priorities are set by a person, they could also
be set automatically according to access policies for each
user and/or application. The user layer and the interaction
with the transport layer simplifies the complexity of proper
synchronization and monitoring of the network protocol data
structures.

window clamp parameters for the connections. Note that per
flow optimization did not allowed the use of /proc/net without
modifying the Kernel, and such modifications would affect the
overall performance of the system.
The prototype was implemented on archlinux over VirtualBox, with GNU/Linux Kernel 2.6.30, and was compiled
with GCC 4.4.5. Cscope was used to analyze the Kernel
code. The implementation is generic enough so that it can be
reused and expanded with other optimizations, and can easily
be ported to embedded systems.
In the network protocol stack of the GNU/Linux Kernel
there is a hash table accessible through the inet lookup
function. inet lookup receives local and remote IP and port
and returns a pointer to a sock, which is used to access
the aforementioned parameters. This data structure and the
functions in Kernel 2.4 (the Kernel version for which the
use case was originally implemented) differs from the ones
in GNU/Linux Kernel 2.6 (the Kernel version for which we
developed our prototype). In Figure 1 is shown how the
inet lookup is used. While future releases of the operating
system might result in modifications to the tunning layer, the
optimization subsystem and the optimization protocol itself
will remain unchanged. This is a strong point of the ECLAIR
architecture.
static int set_receiver_window(u32 size,
struct rwc_info_struct *conn_id)
{
struct sock *sk;
struct net *red;
struct tcp_sock *tp;
int tama;
sk = inet_lookup (red, &tcp_hashinfo,
conn_id->ip_local,
conn_id->puerto_local,
conn_id->ip_remoto,
conn_id->puerto_remoto,
tama);
if (sk!=0) {
tp=tcp_sk(sk);
lock_sock(sk);
tp->rcv_ssthresh=size;
tp->window_clamp=size;
release_sock(sk);
return(0);}
else
return(1);
}

B. Implementation
An implementation of this use case is reported to exist
for Linux 2.4.x, however it was not available and was not
used in this work. Furthermore, there are many differences
from GNU/Linux Kernels 2.4.x to 2.6.30 which was the latest
Kernel available at the time of the implementation.
The system was implemented in two parts. On the one hand,
there is a program running in user space (a command line
tool) to set the priorities for the connections. On the other
hand, there is a Kernel module (implemented as a device
driver), which can directly access and modify the Kernel
data structure. It allows real time, user driven recalculation
of the window size and modification the rcv ssthresh and

Fig. 1.

Setting the new receiver windows

While some experiments were conducted with the prototype,
further experimentation is needed to establish its behavior in
various real world scenarios. Since the use case was shown to
have some flaws, other more realistic cross-layer optimization
protocols should be implemented and tested.
Future work will include porting the system to other
plaftorms such as OpenWRT and Android, and developing a
SNMP interface to explore the possibilities of global crosslayer optimizations.
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IUT

IV. T ESTING
In this section the model of the system specification is
briefly described, an explanation on how it was used to validate
and test the prototype is given, and the results in terms of cost
are summarized.

MTC

UTL

RCWPO

TCPTL

Kernel

set_app_pty
trap_pty_chg

A. Model of the system specification
The model of the use case was built with RTDS [21]
by PragmaDev [22], following the ECLAIR architecture. It
syntactically conforms the SDL-92 standard. A diagram in
SDL can be seen in Figure 2
After the model was obtained, simulations were done in
order to gain confidence in the model. Further simulations
were conducted for the test purposes in order to generate test
cases.
The system is composed of two blocks, a TL or Tuning
Layer block for interacting with the protocol stack, and a OSS
or Optimizing Subsystem that encompasses the PO or protocol
optimizers. Inside the TL there are two process corresponding
to the UTL or User Tuning Layer, and to the TCPTL or
TCP Tuning Layer. Inside the OSS there is the RCWPO
process, the receiver window protocol optimizer; here resides
the optimization logic.
The UTL receives signals indicating priority change in
connections and notifies the RCWPO. The RCWPO process
receives signals that indicate a priority change has occurred,
end emits signals for the TCPTL indicating that the window
size must be changed and its new value. The TCPTL receives
signals from the RCWPO and emits signals to the Kernel to
change the appropriate data structures.
The nomenclature for the components was taken directly
from the ECLAIR architecture papers.

set_receiver_window
tcp_hash_fn

Tester
Fig. 3.

UTL

MTC
PCO

RCWPO &
Kernel
PO

Tester

TCPTL

IUT

Fig. 4.

Testing Architecture

and the RCWPO, and the UTL in user space. The IUT includes
the Kernel module (comprising the RCWPO and TCPTL) and
the user space application for setting priorities (namely, the
UTL).

B. Test case generation

set_app_pty FROM MTC, TO UTL
(request the UTL to change the priority
of a connection)
app_pty_ok FROM UTL TO MTC
(returns the result of the priority change)
app_pty_err FROM UTL TO MTC

The RTDS tool provided an environment for simulations.
From the simulations, MSC [23] corresponding to the test
cases were generated.
The MSC test cases were used as input to the tester and as
part of the oracle to establish verdict of the tests. An example
is shown in Figure 3
The input and outputs of the systems were modeled as
signals as usual in SDL, and mapped to concrete inputs and
outputs such as function invocations.This mapping was used
to convert the MSC to input files to the tester.

Fig. 5.

Signals exchanged at the PCO

tcp_hash_fn FROM TCP_TL TO Kernel
(request the sock corresponding to a connection)
tcp_hash_fn_value FROM Kernel TO TCP_TL
(returns sock for the connection required)
read_rcv_wnd FROM TCP_TL TO Kernel
(request parameters of a sock for an
established connection)
read_rcv_wnd_value FROM Kernel TO TCP_TL
lock_socket FROM TCP_TL TO Kernel
set_wnd_clamp FROM TCP_TL TO Kernel
set_rcv_wnd FROM TCP_TL TO Kernel
release_socket FROM TCP_TL TO Kernel

C. Testing architecture
Testing architecture consists in the components to test,
components of the tester, interaction points which are the
interfaces of the IUT with the tester, which can be PO (Point
of Observation, not to be confused with Protocol Optimizers
from ECLAIR) or PCOs (Point of Control and Observation).
In the SDL model, the tester ’exists’ at the environment.
The tester has two parts: the Kernel (Kernel facilities are
employed for registering the outputs) and the MTC which runs
in user space, runs the test suites and emits the verdict. The
IUT has two parts also, a Kernel module running the TCPTL

Fragment of MSC test purpose

Fig. 6.

Signals exchanged at the PO

There are two interfaces between the tester and the IUT, one
PCO used by the MTC to interact feed the input to the UTL,
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TL
USER_UTL
[app_pty_ok,
app_pty_err]
[set_app_pty]

RCW_UTL

UTL

[register_pty_chg,
unregister_pty_chg,
chg_pty_ok]

[trap_pty_chg,
pty_chg_reg_ok,
pty_chg_unreg_ok]

RCWPO

TCP_TCPTL
[tcp_hash_fn,
lock_socket,
set_wnd_clamp,
set_rcv_wnd,
read_cnv_wnd,
release_socket]

TCPTL
[tcp_hash_fn_value,
read_rcv_wnd_value]

RCW_TCPTL
[get_receiver_window,
set_receiver_window]

Fig. 2.

[set_receiver_window_ok,
set_receiver_window_err,
get_receiver_window_err
receiver_window_val]

System diagram in SDL

and one PO to capture the output of the Kernel module in
Kernel space when values of rcv ssthresh and window clamp
are set.
The signals exchanged at the PCO are listed in Figure 5,
while the signals exchanged at the PO are presented in
Figure 6.
These signals are used at the abstraction level of the model.
For running the test suite, the signals are mapped to concrete
operations, such as can be seen in the following examples:
The signal set app pty is mapped to
./userTL host_local port_local
host_remote port_remote 2 2

userTL is a comand line utility to pass information to the
UTL. The first numeric value identifies an operation (namely,
set the pty) and the second the priority.
For tcp hash fn, the actual operation performed is an invocation of inet lookup, a Kernel function. The most relevant
parameters it receives are the local and remote IP and port,
represented in network byte order by unsigned integers of 32
and 16 bits respectively, and a pointer to the ’hash info’ Kernel
data structure
sock sk = inet_lookup(net, &hash_info,
__be32 daddr, __be16 dest, __be32 saddr,
__be16 source, int tama);

D. Test execution
An ad-hoc testing automation tool was built and used as
the Main Test Component. It is a bash shell script that parses
an input file and executes the input. When there are no more
inputs to process, it parses an output file where the system
traces were recorded in order to establish a verdict. At the
time of the test, only the type of the signals and the data
types (not values) were considered for verdict.
Note that the Kernel is part of the tester, for it receives
the output of the system. This presents some challenges for
capturing and logging the output.
Since the receiver window is included in the TCP header, a
simple solution would have been to capture the TCP packets
by means of Wireshark or a similar tool. However, this solution
does not account for the window clamp parameter. And,

formally, the TCP packets are not the output of the modeled
system.
In spite of the black box testing approach, the IUT was
coded in a way that it wrote the outputs in the system log
by means of the printk() function. A more appropriate
solution would have been to intercept system calls and add
a tracing facility before executing the actual code of the
function.
Intercepting system calls would be an incomplete solution,
since the prototype changes the value of variables explicitly,
not by means of a system call but by an assignment statement.
Therefore it might require memory inspection for the addresses
where the data structure are stored.
These approaches have considerable potential but to keep
on schedule were left for future work.
Something lacking in this work was the automatic conversion of MSC into input file for the tester, the fully automatic
generation of test cases and a general framework for test
execution.
For the general framework for test execution, TTCN-3 is
the standard of the industry. TTCN-3[24][25] is the testing language promoted by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) which was designed for any kind
of testing activity.
There are commercial tools that generate test cases from
models in SDL and MSC which can be converted to ATS in
TTCN-3. These tools can be used to fully automate the test
case generation and execution process. We note that Telelogic [26] and Verilog [27] were the major SDL tool vendors.
Telelogic complemented its TAU tool suite with Autolink for
test case generation. Verilog extended OBJECTGeode with
TestComposer. Verilog was acquired by Telelogic, which in
turn was acquired by IBM [28].
E. Results
A two people team was assembled for the project, with no
prior knowledge of modeling tools nor the modeling language
and only minor knowledge on the problem domain. Thus the
time devoted to learning is included in the cost of the project.
An iterative incremental software development process was
followed. In week 1, the specification of the system was
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given. In weeks 2 and 3 the modeling language (SDL) for
the formal specification was studied and the model of the
system specification in SDL was produced. In week 3 the test
cases were obtained from the model. In weeks 3 and 4 the
prototype was implemented. In week 5 a test automation tool
was implemented, and the prototype was tested. The project
was evaluated.
The hours/person were approximately 320.
The UserTL module has 80 source lines of code and its
compiled size was 2KB. The RWCPO plus the TCPTL module
has 550 lines approximately and its compiled size was 9KB.
V. C ONCLUSION
A cross-layer architecture was selected and studied thoroughly. As a result, a fully functional prototype that introduced
cross-layer optimizations in devices with constrained resources
was implemented. The chosen architecture was validated, as
well as the model-based testing methodology, a formal model
was obtained and used to derive test cases. The work started
with the model, followed with the implementation and finished
with an operational prototype that was tested.
Model-based testing approach, even without the fully automation of the test case generation proved a cost effective
testing methodology even in a scarce resources situation,
consisting of a two people team and a reduced time frame.
The applied methodology does not require sophisticated
software developing processes, even though it can benefit from
them in larger projects.
The need for an appropriate framework for test execution
became evident. Even though the test automation tool developed was adequate, it lacked flexibility and portability and
could not be used for a different project without some effort.
The prototype followed the use case specification, was built
according to the ECLAIR architecture and was successfully
tested and validated. Therefore, the methodology, tools and
modeling techniques were appropriate to the problem domain.
To our knowledge the prototype was the first use of the use
case and architecture for recent versions of the GNU/Linux
Kernel. The work took place on a virtualized environment
for practical reasons. Despite of that, is directly applicable to
hardware implementations of corresponding embedded devices
implementing GNU/Linux.
The model itself can be reused to include further optimizations or required refinements to the current, and to derive more
test cases.
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